
European Excellence Aboard Ferries: Unveiling
the Top Routes

Travel Expert Analysis: Top 50 Europe

Ferry Routes for Family-Friendly Travel,

Emphasizing Affordability Over Domestic

Flights

GERMANY, April 23, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Travel experts at

Omio, the booking platform for trains,

buses, flights and ferries, have

evaluated 50 of Europe's most sought-

after ferry routes. They analyzed

factors such as comfort, service quality,

and onboard entertainment to identify

the most convenient options. The

study showcases affordable

alternatives to air travel. It also

highlights convenience for families,

where even remote islands are

accessible by car or RV during

European round trips.

Top destinations all over Europe

including the islands of Mykonos

(Greece), Corsica (France), Sicily (Italy),

and Mallorca (Spain) are connected by

ferry. European ferry operators have

placed a premium on comfort and

convenience, with some vessels

resembling small cruise liners, boasting

an extensive range of onboard

amenities including shopping outlets,

entertainment lounges, restaurants,

and even spa facilities. Private cabin

options guarantee travelers arrive at their destination feeling refreshed, especially when

http://www.einpresswire.com


traveling overnight.

A trip by ferry is a great and safe experience. European ferries are recognized as one of the

safest modes of public transport globally. Rigorous safety standards, daily inspections, and

exceptionally skilled crews ensure passengers can embark on their journey with confidence. 

Discover the 10 Most Convenient Ferry Routes in Europe!

1. Genoa–Palermo, Italy

2. Livorno–Bastia, Corsica

3. Genoa–Porto Torres, Sardinia

4. Genoa–Olbia

5. Livorno–Golfo Aranci, Italy

6. Genoa–Bastia, Corsica

7. Belfast–Cairnryan, Irish Sea

8. Stockholm–Turku, Baltic Sea

9. Oslo–Copenhagen, Scandinavia

10. Stockholm–Helsinki, Baltic Sea

For a full view of the Top 50 results please visit the following website: www.omio.com/c/europes-

most-convenient-ferry-routes

Ferry rides feel like a cruise

Ferry operators invested heavily in comfort, offering amenities akin to cruises. The most

convenient ferry is the GNV La Superba, which operates from Northern Italy from the city of

Genoa to Palermo, located on the Southern Italian island of Sicily. The Mediterranean crossing,

lasting 20 hours, provides a number of comfort features, including private cabins,

complimentary Wi-Fi, live entertainment in the atrium, à la carte restaurants, a designated

shopping deck, children's play areas, and even spa facilities—all included in the ticket price. The

Italian ferry accommodates approximately 3,000 passengers and 1,000 vehicles. It ranks as the

fourth most affordable ferry route analyzed, with a family ticket priced at just $0.45 per mile.

Additional convenient ferry routes connect Livorno (Tuscany, Italy) with the port of Bastia on the

island of Corsica, Genoa (Liguria, Italy) with Porto Torres in Sardinia, and Genoa with the town of

Olbia on Sardinia.

An inexpensive alternative to domestic flights

Travel experts discovered that ferry connections offer highly cost-effective alternatives to flights

through a cost analysis of 14 selected routes. In 12 out of 14 cases, the ferry proved to be

significantly cheaper than a flight—sometimes by up to 86 percent.
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The ferry from Dover in England to Calais on the French coast surpasses the famous Eurostar

train by 6 percent. On average, the price difference between a flight and a ferry was a staggering

49 percent, highlighting substantial savings on ferry journeys.

The Top 5 Most Scenic Ferry Routes, according to European travel experts

Salerno–Amalfi

The Amalfi Coast, acclaimed as one of the world's most stunning destinations, offers a

mesmerizing 1-hour passenger ferry journey from Amalfi to Salerno in Italy. Traverse clear blue

waters, pass by quaint fishing villages nestled among rugged rock formations, and immerse

yourself in breathtaking bays along the way.

Santorini–Mykonos

This journey promises an unforgettable island-hopping adventure, revealing the enchanting

coastlines around the Greek islands. Traverse crystal-clear waters and behold the breathtaking

beauty of islands like Ios, Paros, and Naxos along the picturesque route.

Oslo–Copenhagen

This ferry adventure acts as a scenic connection between two vibrant Scandinavian capitals. As

travelers navigate the shallow waters of the Kattegat Sea, they'll be treated to awe-inspiring

coastal vistas and delightful seaside villages along the way.

Calais–Dover

Among the world's busiest ferry routes lies a short yet remarkable journey through the English

Channel. En route, passengers are treated to breathtaking vistas of the iconic White Cliffs of

Dover and the picturesque coastline of Northern France.

Split–Dubrovnik

Embark on a scenic voyage through the stunning Adriatic Sea. With Dubrovnik nestled amidst

mountains and water, this ferry ride offers a delightful alternative to the more challenging

overland routes.

For further details on this study, including comprehensive results and methodology, please visit

our website: www.omio.com/c/europes-most-convenient-ferry-routes

About Omio: Since its founding in 2013, Omio has been promoting new ways of traveling. As a

comprehensive digital hub, Omio helps its customers explore Europe, the United States, and

Canada by train, bus, flight, and ferry. Omio operates in 37 countries, allowing bookings in 21

languages and 26 currencies. Additionally, Omio maintains over 1,000 partnerships with

transport providers and companies in the train, bus, flight, and ferry sectors. Over the past eight

years, Omio has sold more than 33 million tickets and passes. Starting as a small startup with

just a few employees, we now have a team of 300 individuals from more than 50 countries

working in locations in Berlin, Prague, Melbourne, and London. We work daily toward the vision
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of enabling our customers to embark on journeys that propel them forward.
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